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I. INTRODUCTION
In mid-August of 2012, a group of Americans stormed the White
House, demanding transparency on a subject many Americans may find
surprising: beer.' More specifically, Americans requested White House
home brew recipes, a presidential secret until Barack Obama's
administration released them on September 1, 2012.2 Not only does
* Hannah Jeppsen received her J.D. from the University of Arkansas School of Law in
May 2014. She would like to thank Professor Dustin Buehler for his advice and
encouragement during the process of creating and drafting this article. She would also
like to thank her home brewing friends, who inspired her to write this article.
1. Petition to Release the Recipe for the Honey Ale Home Brewed at the White
House, WE THE PEOPLE, https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/release-recipe-honey-
ale-home-brewed-white-house/XkpkYwcO (last visited May 22, 2014) [hereinafter
Petition].
2. Sam Kass, Ale to the Chief: White House Beer Recipe, WHITE HOUSE BLOG
(Sept. 1, 2012, 1:30 PM), http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2012/09/01/ale-chief-white-
house-beer-recipe; see also Lucy Madison, White House Releases its Beer Recipe, CBS
NEWS, Sept. 1, 2012, http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503544 162-57504866-503544/
white-house-releases-its-beer-recipe/. The administration released the recipes after
more than 12,000 Americans signed a petition on the White House website. See
Petition, supra note 1.
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Obama enjoy a good home brew, 3 he is also the first president to brew in
the White House and even take beer on the campaign trail.4 However, it
was the August petition that garnered home brewing national media
attention.5
What is the appeal of home brewing? How is it currently regulated
on the state and federal level? Is it possible, for a home brewer to monetize
his or her product? This article provides answers to these questions by
examining existing home brewing regulations, delving into the financial
issues and risks a home brewer faces in attempting to sell beer on the
brewery or microbrewery scale, and then proposing legislation to correct
problems in existing law.
Section II of this article explores a brief history of brewing, including
the creation of the first home brew and its deep roots in American history.
Section III notes the explosion of the modem home brewing hobby.
Section IV then describes federal and state regulations governing home
brewing, from Prohibition to current laws. Lastly, Section V addresses the
main problems facing home brewers who seek to monetize their product. It
further explores regulations passed in various states and proposes a
framework for permits or licenses that would allow home brewers to sell
their product on a small scale.
II. BREWING IN AMERICA: A HISTORICAL LOOK
Home brewing has roots in ancient societies, and for thousands of
years brewing was done at home.6 As cities and towns developed, small-
town breweries proliferated as beer gained popularity due to the scarcity of
clean drinking water.7 Less beer was brewed in the home as these
3. Kass, supra note 2.
4. Id.; Petition, supra note 2. This is not the first time home brewing has taken on
a presidential air. While Obama is the first president to brew beer in the White House -
he started with a kit in 2011 - presidents such as George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson brewed off White House grounds. Id.; see also CHARLES PAPAZIAN, THE
COMPLETE JOY OF HOME BREWING 1-2 (3rd ed. 2003); Rebecca Berg, A Petition to the
White House: Give up the Beer Recipe, THE CAUCUS (Aug. 22, 2012, 7:33 PM),
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/ 08/22/a-petition-to-the-white-house-give-up-
the-beer-recipe/.
5. C. Frye, Try the White House Ale Recipes, THE EXAMINER, Sept. 5, 2012,
http://www.examiner.com/article/try-the-white-house-ale-recipes.
6. PAPAZIAN, supra note 4, at 5. The first beer may have been brewed by accident
in the Mesopotamian and Egyptian cultures when it was discovered that wet barley
turned to sweet malted barley which, when left in the rain, fermented into a "malt
soup" that was consumed regularly.
7. Id. at 6.
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breweries became more prominent.' Regional, distinctive beers then
developed, with their flavor and content depending on the agriculture and
climate of the region, among a variety of other factors. 9
Beer arrived on American shores with the colonists in the 1600s.10
Throughout the seventeenth century, colonists brewed beer at home for
daily table use, while more affluent families imported it from England.11
Home brew was not sold outside the home, however, because it was
12 3exempt from the per-barrel excise tax levied on beverages at that time.'
Beer drinking remained strong throughout the 1600s, but the
introduction of beverages such as rum, wine, coffee, and tea began to
decrease beer consumption on a per capita basis.' 4 As colonists' discontent
over English taxes in the mid-1700s increased, beer was forced to the
forefront of the controversy when it was included in the boycotts of British
imports in reaction to high taxes. 15 Some colonists viewed these boycotts
as an encouragement to home-manufacture goods, including beer, in order
to "render the consumption of foreign liquors less necessary.'
16
For several decades following the Revolutionary War, brewing was
done mostly by housewives at home or in small, local breweries.
17
However, the growing popularity of spirits such as whiskey led to the need
to encourage the manufacture of beer on an industrial level.' 8 Efforts to
stimulate the industry proved fruitless, and the export and sale of American
beer had diminished, if not completely deteriorated, by 1820 due to the
popularity of other beverages.'
9
8. Id. at 6-7.
9. Id. These factors included indigenous grains, availability of local ingredients,
wartime priorities, shortages of grain, economics, other political factors, and the
presence of high taxes on alcohol. Id. at 7-8.
10. STANLEY WADE BARON, BREWED IN AMERICA: A HISTORY OF BEER AND ALE IN
THE UNITED STATES 3 (1962). While initially all beer was shipped from England, the
Colonists later used barley and water to produce their own brews, making it a universal
beverage because "water was, generally speaking, not to be trusted." Id. at 5-6.
11. Id. at31.
12. Id. at 31-35. This tax was generally one shilling per barrel of "strong beer or
ale." Id. at 35.
13. Id.
14. Id. at 56-57. Despite this decline in consumption, more beer was manufactured,
imported and consumed in the eighteenth century as compared to previous centuries
due to the increase in population. Id. at 58.
15. Id. at 90.
16. Id. at 92.
17. Id. at 115.
18. Id. at 119-22.
19. Id. at 123-24. This decline occurred despite both private and official attempts to
stimulate the brewing industry. ld. at 124.
2014]
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The nineteenth century saw a revitalization of brewing as American
frontiers expanded, creating new markets for brewers.20 Advances such as
steam power positively affected the brewing industry, while other
inventions simplified the home brewing process. 2' This led to a rise in
local breweries, and by 1850, 431 American breweries were producing
about 750,000 barrels of beer per year.22 The number of emerging
breweries jumped to 1269 during the next ten years.23 However, in the
period between 1880 and 1910, small-town brewery numbers decreased
when a select number chose to focus on nationwide distribution through the
24use of railroads and technological advances. By 1900, founders of these
large breweries formed a group of extremely wealthy "beer barons" and
dynasties such as Pabst Blue Ribbon, MillerCoors, and Anheuser-Busch,
which had a powerful presence in the market.2 5
The reign of "beer barons" came to a jarring halt with Prohibition in
1920, which prohibited the "manufacture, sale, or transportation of
intoxicating liquors" in the United States as well as the import and export
of any alcoholic beverages.2 6  Officials enforced the Eighteenth
Amendment through the Volstead Act, passed by Congress on May 19,
1919.27 The Act's purpose was to "prohibit intoxicating beverages" banned
by the Eighteenth Amendment.2 8 After the United States Supreme Court
20. Id. at 125.
21. Id. at 157-61. One such invention was the "tripartite copper," which filtered
water through perforations over the malt repeatedly by means of a pump. Id. at 161.
Later, steam was found to save on labor costs in breweries by replacing heat,




24. Id. at 257-58.
25. Id. at 287-88; see also ANHEUSER-BUSCH, http://anheuser-busch.com/ (last
visited May 22, 2014); MILLERCOORS, http://www.millercoors.com/ (last visited May
2, 2014); PABST BLUE RIBBON, http://pabstblue ribbon.com/ (last visited May 22,
2014).
26. U.S. CONST. amend. XVIII, repealed by U.S. CONST. amend. XXI, § 1, available
at http://www.gpo.gov/ fdsys/pkg/GPO-CONAN-1992/pdf/GPO-CONAN-1992-10-
19.pdf. The amendment was passed by Congress on December 18, 1917, but not
ratified until January 16, 1919. The Constitution of the United States, Amendments II-
27, ARCHIVES.Gov, http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitutionamend
ments_1 1-27.html (last visited May 21, 2014).
27. Prohibition of Intoxicating Beverages Act of 1919, H.R. 6810, 66th Cong., at 1
(1st Sess. 1919), available at http://research.archives.gov/description/299827
[hereinafter Volstead Act]. This act was also known as the "National Prohibition Act."
28. Id. Intoxicating beverages prohibited were defined as "alcohol, brandy, whisky,
rum, gin, beer, ale, porter and wine." Id. at 2. However, the Act also provided that
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upheld the Volstead Act as constitutional, 29 American brewing on a
national scale came to a standstill, 30 with the exception of brewers such as
Anheuser-Busch and MillerCoors, who continued brewing "near beer ' 31
with trace amounts of alcohol allowed by law.32
Prohibition inspired an "explosion in home brewing., 33 From the
Roaring 1920s to 1933, beer consumption in the United States increased to
twenty-five percent of its pre-Prohibition consumption rate, and home
brewers brewed 700 million gallons of beer annually during that period.34
Prohibition agents, who enforced Prohibition, 35  were generally
unconcerned about home-brewed beer, as seizure of large quantities and
producers was their main goal, and instead focused enforcement efforts on
the more potent and dangerous liquors being made at home.36
"dealcoholized" wine or liquids containing one-half one percent alcohol by volume
were not prohibited. Id. at 1.
29. Jacob Ruppert, Inc. v. Caffey, 251 U.S. 264, 282-300 (1920). In that case, a
brewery owner was accused of possessing beer with alcoholic content of more than
one-half of one percent alcohol by volume in violation of the Act. Id. at 280. On
appeal, Ruppert contended the alcohol content of his beer did not make it
"intoxicating" despite the requirements of the Act, and claimed the Volstead Act
exceeded the war powers of Congress. Id. In affirming the alcohol content made it an
intoxicating beverage, the Court also reaffirmed Congress' power to enact the
Prohibition under its wartime powers, granted by the Constitution, Article 1, Section 8.
Id. at 282-300; see also U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8.
30. BARON, supra note 10, at 313.
31. "Near Beer," MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM, http://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/near%/620beer (last visited Feb. 18, 2014). This is defined as any beverages
that are considered nonalcoholic because they contain less than a specified amount of
alcohol. The first use of the term "near beer" dates back to 1909.
32. Chronology of the American Brewing Industry, BEERHISTORY.COM, http://www.
beerhistory.com/ library/holdings/chronology.shtml (last visited May 22, 2014). The
Act did not ban "dealcoholized" beverages that contained one-half of one percent
alcohol by volume. See VolsteadAct, supra note 27, at 1.
33. Amy Jabloner, Home Brewing During Prohibition, BREW YOUR OWN, Dec.
1997, available at http://byo.com/ stories/issue/item/839-homebrewing-during-
prohibition (last visited May 22, 2014).
34. Id. This figure was estimated by the Prohibition Bureau from sales figures of
hops, malt, and other beer ingredients. Id. In the same period, it was estimated that the
sale of these ingredients, as well as home brewing equipment such as bottle cappers
and tubing, made up sales of about $136 million annually by the mid-1920s. Id.
35. Bureau of Prohibition, ALCOHOL: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS, http://www2.
potsdam.edu/hansondj/Controversies/Bureau-of-Prohibition.html (last visited May 22,
2014). These agents were members of the Bureau of Prohibition, which existed from
1920-1933 in order to enforce Prohibition and was a federal agency that replaced the
Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department, which had originally been
designated to enforce the Act. Id.
36. Id.
20141
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The boom in home brewing declined after Prohibition, when
commercial breweries resumed production.37 Large beer producers were
able to survive Prohibition by selling malt products, an ingredient used in
the production of beer but also used in various foods, non-alcoholic
beverages, and other materials,38 and were in a better position to regain
their footing after the repeal of Prohibition by the Twenty-First
Amendment in 1933.39 As a result, large breweries dominated the beer
industry following Prohibition.40
While the repeal of Prohibition legalized commercial production of
beer and home winemaking, a stenographer's mistake omitted home brew
beer from the Federal Register.41 As a result, home brewing remained
illegal until President Jimmy Carter signed a bill repealing federal
restrictions in February 1979.42 This law provided for production of beer
or wine for "personal or family use," subject to regulation by the States.
43
Home brewing was now legal on the federal level.
Alcohol is and has historically been subject to strict limitations in the
United States and is heavily regulated by the state and federal
governments. 44 Concern for health, public safety, and other considerations
have led to countless detailed regulations of "intoxicating beverages.
'A 5
However, despite these heavy regulations, the decades following the
federal legalization of home brewing brought a revitalization of
appreciation for beer in America.
46
37. Id.
38. Id.; see also Joe Hickenbottom, Mali in Foods, MALT PRODUCTS CORP.,
http://www.maltproducts.com/ news.maltinfood.html (last visited May 22, 2014).
39. PAPAZIAN, supra note 4, at 8; see also U.S. CONST. amend. XXI. This
amendment was passed by Congress on February 20, 1933 and was then ratified
December 5 of the same year.
40. PAPAZIAN, supra note 4, at 8.
41. Id. at 2.
42. Id.
43. An Act to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, H.R. 1337, 95th Cong. §2
(1 st Sess. 1978); see also 26 U.S.C. § 5053(e).
44. Alcohol, Tobacco, and Controlled Substances: An Overview, LEGAL
INFORMATION INSTITUTE, http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/alcohol (last visited on May
22, 2014) [hereinafter LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE].
45. Id. "Intoxicating beverages" vary from state-to-state, with some statutes
defining the beverages or prescribing a cut-off in alcohol percentage. For example,
Mississippi defines an "intoxicating beverage" as any beverage containing more than
two-tenths of one percent alcohol by volume.
46. Id.; see also PAPAZIAN, supra note 4, at XXII.
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III. THE RISE OF MODERN HOME BREWING
Even before home brew was officially legalized, the hobby of
brewing beer at home had gained popularity. 47 After its legalization in
1979, tens of thousands of home brewers began honing their craft.48 This
continued into the 2000s, when the so-called "craft beer renaissance"
increased demand for home brew supplies as the hobby's popularity
exploded.49
In 2011, there were about 500,000 to 750,000 home brewers in the
United States. 50 Currently, home and craft brewers produce approximately
fifteen million gallons of beer annually, making up twenty-five percent of
the beer consumed in the United States market.5' Some 600 brewing
associations and clubs now exist worldwide, further illustrating the hobby's
rise in popularity.52 The American Homebrewers Association estimates
that currently, at least one million Americans brew beer or wine at home at
53least once a year.
Another reason for the prevalence of home brewing is that basic tools
and ingredients are readily available through home brew suppliers, which
can be found locally and online.54 Indeed, active home brewers spend an
47. LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, supra note 44.
48. Id.
49. Company History, NORTHERN BREWER, http://www.northembrewer.com/
about/history/ (last visited May 23, 2014).
50. Charlie Papazian, How Much Homebrew is Brewed in the USA?, EXAMINER,
June 22, 2011, http://www.examiner.com/article/how-much-homebrew-is-brewed-the-
usa. This number is an estimate of all home brewers who brew beer at least once per
year, with an average of four five-gallon batches annually.
51. Id.
52. Joel Dames, Homebrewing for Fun, Taste and Profit, JAPAN TIMES, Nov. 11,
1999, http://www.japantimes.co.jp/ text/fgl9991111a2.html. These range from 300
members in a home brewers club located in Kobe, Japan, to the American Home
Brewers Association, whose membership tops about 30,000. Id; see also Quick Facts,
AM. HOMEBREWERS ASS'N, http://www.homebrewersassociation.org/pages/ member
ship/american-home brewers-association (last visited May 23, 2014).
53. Jeff Engel, Homebrewing Legal in All 50 States After Mississippi Law Takes
Effect, MILWAUKEE BIZTALK (July 1, 2013, 11:00 AM), http://www.bizjoumals.com/
milwaukee/blog/2013/07/homebrewing-legal-in-all-50-states.html?page=all.
54. Advertising, BREW YOUR OWN, http://byo.com/advertising [hereinafter BYO]
(last visited May 23, 2014); Beer Brewing, NORTHERN BREWER HOMEBREW SUPPLY,
http://www.northembrewer.com/shop/brewing?gclid=CL7ekt
_Mp7ICFWZfITAodUioAIg (last visited May 23, 2014); MONSTER BREW,
http://monsterbrew.com/Cat-
EquipmentKits.cfm?gclid=CMrZltbMp71CFadNTAodchEAqQ (last visited May 23,
2014). The Northern Brewer started as a small storefront struggling to pay rent in 1993
in St. Paul, Minn., then grew to a national corporation in the 2000s with a warehouse
2014]
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average of $732 per year on home brewing equipment and supplies, adding
up to about $65 million in sales annually." Home brewing's process, along
with the technique and skill it takes to master the craft, make it a rewarding
hobby for those who enjoy the process.56
1g. REGULATIONS: A FEDERAL AND STATE OVERVIEW
The current federal statute governing home brewing allows for
production of 200 gallons of home brew beer per year in a household of
two or more adults, and 100 gallons in a single adult household. 57 "Adults"
permitted to produce beer under the statute must be a minimum of eighteen
years of statutory age in the applicable jurisdiction.5 8 Further, the statute
explicitly states home brewed beer may only be made for "personal or
family use and not for sale.",59 It is important to note that in order for the
proposal set forth in this article to be applied at the state level, this
provision of the federal statute would first need to be loosened to allow or
least not specifically prohibit the sale of home brew. Amending the federal
statute would solve any problems with federal preemption of the changes in
state law proposed here.
60
The Twenty-First Amendment leaves the regulation of alcoholic
beverages largely to the states, and while home brewing is federally legal,
states must authorize it by statute in order for citizens to brew freely.6' All
fifty states now authorize home brewing. 62 States typically legalize home
and world headquarters. Company History, NORTHERN BREWER HOMEBREW SUPPLY,
http://www.northembrewer.com/about/history/ (last visited May 23, 2014).. Local
brewery supply stores such as The Home Brewery in Fayetteville, Ark. offer online
products as well as a locally-owned and operated brewing supply store. About Us,
THEHOMEBREWERY.COM, http://www.thehomebrewery.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?
Screen=CTGY&StoreCode=THB&CategoryCode=aboutus (last visited May 23,
2014).
55. BYO, supra note 54. This figure was compiled by Brew Your Own Magazine's
survey of its 130,000 readers.
56. Terrah Baker, The Buzz On Home Brewing, FREE WKLY., Sept. 27, 2012,
http://www.freeweekly.com/2012/09/27/ the-buzz-on-home-brewing/.
57. An Act to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, H.R. 1337, 95th Cong. §2
(lst Sess. 1978); see also 26 U.S.C. § 5053(e).
58. 26 U.S.C. § 5053(e); H.R. 1337, 95th Cong. §2(e)(2) (1978).
59. 26 U.S.C. § 5053(e); H.R. 1337, 95th Cong. §2(e) (1978).
60. This article's main focus is on potential changes in state law, although federal
law must also be considered in a bigger statutory scheme. However, the author has
chosen to focus mainly on local and state changes.
61. Statutes, AM. HOMEBREWERS ASS'N, http://www.homebrewersassociation.org
homebrewing-rights/statutes/ (last visited May 23, 2014).
62. Id.
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brewing by mirroring the federal statute by placing a limit of 100 gallons of
beer per adult per year with a maximum of 200 gallons per household.63
While some apply a different cap on the legal amount, these statutes
generally expressly prohibit the sale of home brew. 64 Currently, seventeen
states restrict the transportation of home-brewed beer outside the home,
while others limit consumption to family members, guests, or specify that
consumption must take place in the home.
65
Some states take a more permissive approach, allowing transportation
outside the home. For example, California law provides that beer made for
personal or family use may be removed from the premises for "use,
including tasting by judges, in a bona fide competition or exhibition [or]
when donated to a nonprofit organization. '' 66 Wisconsin has a similar law,
allowing for transportation of home brew or wine outside the home without
a permit as long as the brewer is not compensated. 67 It further exempts
home brew and wine from taxation.68 Currently, no state has legalized the
sale of home-brewed beer.
69
Only two states prohibited home brewing until recent legislation:
Mississippi and Alabama. 70 While Mississippi Code § 67-3-11 created the
right to make homemade wine for "domestic or household uses only,"
home-brewed beer is not included as an exception.7' Harsh penalties result
for a violation of the statute, including fines of up to $500 and three months
63. You Can Create Your Own Homebrew, But Don't Try To Sell It, LAWYERS.COM,
Oct. 15, 2012, http://blogs.lawyers.com/2012/10/you-can-create-your-own-homebrew-
but-dont-try-to-sell-it/ (last visited May 23, 2014) [hereinafter Create Your Own]; see
also, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-210 (1987) (providing that that no permit is needed
for the home manufacture of beer that does not exceed 200 gallons per year); CONN.
GEN. STAT. ANN. § 30-77 (West 2012) (providing that non-minors may produce home-
brewed beer without a permit as long as production does not exceed 100 gallons per
year for household with two twenty-one-year-old persons or fifty gallons per year for a
household with one twenty-one-year-old resident. This statute also prohibits the sale of
home brew); IND. CODE ANN. § 7.1-1-2-3 (West 2012) (the Indiana statute does not
prohibit the manufacture of beer used for personal or family use, use in the residence of
the manufacturer, or use at exhibitions, competitions, etc. However, the statute
prohibits the sale of home brew or wine).
64. See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-210 (1987); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 30-77
(West 2012); IND. CODE ANN. § 7.1-1-2-3 (West 2012).
65. Create Your Own, supra note 63.
66. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 23356.2(c) (West 2012).
67. Engel, supra note 53.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. ALA. CODE § 28-1-1 (1975); MISS. CODE ANN. § 67-1-9 (1972).
71. MISS. CODEANN. § 67-3-11 (1972).
2014]
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imprisonment in a county jail on the first infraction, with penalties
substantially increasing for multiple infractions.72
Luckily, Mississippi home brewers no longer have to fear the
possibility of such charges after a law permitting home brew was passed
and signed into law on July 1, 2013. 73 The new law provides for home
brewing and winemaking for domestic or household uses only by persons
over twenty-one years old, except in dry counties.74 It takes an approach
similar to that of sister states, by allowing for 100 or 200 gallons of home
brew per year, depending on household size, and permitting transportation
of home brew only to bona fide competitions or exhibitions, and
completely prohibiting its sale.75
Before legalizing home brewing in May of 2013, Alabama took an
even stricter approach to its ban on home brewing.76 The state prohibited
both home brewing and winemaking and made the possession of any home
brewing equipment illegal. 77 Section 28-1-1 of the Alabama Code, recently
amended by House Bill 9, prohibited the possession of any "apparatus to be
used for the manufacture of any alcoholic beverages of any kind., 78 The
statute also prohibited the manufacture, transportation, or importation of
any alcoholic beverage without a license. 79 According to Alabama's Right
to Brew, an advocacy group dedicated to legalizing home brewing in the
state and whose 6fforts were key in passing permissive legislation, the
current bill legalizing home brew was unexpectedly reintroduced and
passed during the 2013 legislative session with a vote of 18-7-1.8°
Alabama has continued its strict approach to home brew and
winemaking in the new statute. It provides for the production of beer,
mead, cider, and table wine by persons twenty-one years of age and older
for personal use.8' However, the law limits production to an aggregate of
sixty gallons per year, with a limit of fifteen gallons allowed in a household
72. MISS. CODE ANN. §§ 67-1-9 (2)(a)-(c).
73. Statues, supra note 61.
74. MISS. CODE ANN. § 67-3-1 1(2)(a); S.B. 2183, Reg. Session (Miss. 2013), § 2(a),
available at http://biIlstatus.Is.state.ms.us/documents/2013/pdf/SB/2 100-2199/SB2 183
SG.pdf.
75. MISS. CODE ANN. §§ 67-1-9 (2)(a)-(c):
76. Statues, supra note 61.
77. ALA. CODE § 28-1-1 (West 2012) (amended).
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Brant Warren, Newsletter: Passed in the Senate, and On to the Governor!,
HOMEBREWING LEGALIZATION (Right to Brew, Ala.), May 7, 2013, available at
http://www.alahomebrewing.org/news/newsletterpassedthesenate andontothegovernor.
81. H.R. 9, Reg. Session (Ala. 2013), available at http://legiscan.com/AL/text/
HB9/id/841580/Alabama-2013-H B9-Enrolled.pdf.
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at one time,82 far below the 100-gallon limit per person other states allow.
Further, felons are barred from producing home brew, and transportation
outside the home is only permitted when removed for home brew events or
competitions approved by the state alcohol licensing board. 83 Even then,
transportation of home brew is limited to ten gallons or less. 84 Lastly, the
statute strictly prohibits the sale of home brew.85
Even when in force, the two state's laws prohibiting home brew did
not stop residents from brewing home brew. In 2013, the American
Homebrewers Association estimated that about 2000 home brewers in
Mississippi and 5000 home brewers in Alabama continued to brew beer
despite its prohibition.86 Though these figures are small in comparison to
the current one million United States home brewers, these numbers show
the dedication of home brewers to their craft despite contrary state
legislation.
V. ANALYSIS: IN A PERFECT WORLD
Two major issues confront home brewers looking to monetize their
hobby. The first is the absence of licensing for the sale of home brew due
to the lack of a state permit authorizing a middle ground between home
brewing and selling beer on the brewpub or microbrewery scale. The
second is that, as a result of the absence of a middle-ground permit, a home
brewer faces significant financial constraints in starting a full-on brewery
or microbrewery-restaurant from a simple home-brewing hobby.
This article briefly addresses these two issues. It then proposes a
permit that could be adopted by states to allow home brewers to sell and
brew beer from a small location, such as a garage or small shed, either to
local bars, at farmers markets, or directly to consumers. This proposal is
based largely on existing statutes in Arkansas and Maryland that have been
modified and applied to home brewing to create a smaller-scale alternative
for home brewers who wish to monetize the craft. As mentioned earlier,
this proposal assumes a loosening of federal statute to allow sale of home
brew in order to avoid preemption at the state level.
82. Id. at § I(a).
83. Id. at §§ (a), (c).
84. Id. at § 1(c).
85. Id. at § 1(b).
86. Bill Chappell, Yes Mississippi, You Can Home Brew (if Governor Signs New
Bill), NPR, Mar. 6, 2013, http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2013/03/06/17363
4009/yes-mississippi-you-can-homebrew-if-govemor-signs-new-bill.
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A. Licensing
In order to sell any beer, including any home-brewed beverage, the
brewer must retain a license from the jurisdiction in which he or she
brews. 87  In general, this process is complex, time-consuming, and
expensive. While most states put a cap on the number of gallons of home
brew allotted per household, production above that limit requires a special
license or permit.88 The process of getting such a license varies from state-
to-state, and can last anywhere from a few months to half a year or more,
depending on the licensing laws of the state.89 Costs vary as well - for
example, a brewery license in Pennsylvania costs $1500,90 but an annual
fee for operating a microbrewery costs only $200 in Arkansas.9 1
The governing federal statute, H.R. 1337, provides only for home
brewing of beer for "personal or family use.",92 The United States Code
limits personal or family use to only use within the home, and specifically
bans the sale of home brew. 93 It is illegal to sell home brew partly because
the hobby of home brewing is exempt from taxes. 94 Even "a hint" of a
sales transaction could lead to civil and criminal penalties. 95 In tandem
with these federal regulations, all states prohibit the sale of home brew.
96
Consequently, in order to gain a permit to sell to friends or on a small
scale, a home brewer must wade through a considerable amount of red
tape.97 Possible requirements include paying a tax per bottle,9 8 taking an




90. 71 PA. STAT. ANN. § 614-A (West 2012), available at http://www.legis.state.
pa.us/WUO1/LI/LIUS/PDF/ 1929/0/0175..PDF. Pennsylvania charges a total of $1425
for a licensing fee in addition to a $700 application fee.
91. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1205 (1987); CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 23320 (West
2013). Fees in California include a $73.00 annual fee for small beer manufacturers and
a $200 application fee, plus the $13,800 annual fee for brewpub owners brewing no
less than 100 barrels per year. CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 23396.3 (West 2013).
92. Act to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, H.R. 1337, 95th Cong. §2
(1st Sess. 1978).
93. 26 U.S.C. § 5053(e).
94. Create Your Own, supra note 63.
95. Pint of Reference: A Guide to the Federal Homebrewing Exemption Statute,
AM. HOMEBREWERS Ass'N, https://www.homebrewersassociation.org/forum/
index.php?topic=8228.0 (last visited May 23, 2014).
96. Create Your Own, supra note 63.
97. Gareth Lewis, Robert Shields Red Tape Nightmare Over Selling Home Brewed
Beer, SOUTHERN DAILY ECHO, Oct. 17, 2009, http://www.dailyecho.co.uk/news/
4688385.Redtape_headachefor homebrewer/.
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alcohol training course, 99 and consenting to a criminal background check °°
in order to be approved for a permit to sell.' 0' In other words, home
brewers who want to sell their product are limited to opening
microbreweries or brewpubs.
Starting a small brewpub or microbrewery can be challenging. For
example, in states like Colorado, a brewpub must operate a kitchen and
gain fifteen percent of its profits from food sales. 0 2 Additionally, the
applicant must provide fingerprints for background checks on managers,
complete more than a dozen detailed documents, be subjected to a public
hearing before opening the business, and pay about $1800 in application
fees.
10 3
Currently, no existing state permits or licenses allow a home brewer
to sell beer on a scale smaller than that of a brewpub or microbrewery-
restaurant. In order to sell their craft beer in smaller amounts, a home
brewer must wade through the same bureaucratic process a larger brewery
undertakes.' °4 No "middle ground" exists on which a home brewer can try
to gain footing and a business audience in the local market before
launching a full-scale brewery business. The absence of a small-scale,
"middle ground" permit used to sell home brew - for example, at farmers'
markets or out of a garage - before investing substantial funds needed for
a brewery or brewpub leaves a large gap in home brewers' options for
monetizing their product. This lack of choice leads to substantial time
spent on a complex process meant to regulate larger breweries with more
resources and experience. This process includes the numerous forms and
98. N.C. OFFICE OF STATE BUDGET & MGMT., NORTH CAROLINA TAX GUIDE 2010
11 (2010), available at http://www.osbm.state.nc.us/files/pdf files/201OTaxGuide.pdf.
99. N.H. Liquor Comm'n: Div. of Enforcement & Licensing, Management Training
Seminar (MTS.) Events Schedule, NH.GOV, http://www.nh.gov/liquor/enforcement/
education/mts/index.htm (last visited May 23, 2014). This mandatory Management
Training Seminar includes training on alcohol sales practice and civil and criminal
liabilities. Id.
100. MICH. LIQUOR CONTROL COMM'N, MICHIGAN BREWER & MICRO BREWER
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS & GENERAL INFORMATION 4, available at
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/cis Icc brewdetail_57148_7.pdf (requiring that
all partnership and limited liability company members be fingerprinted).
101. Lewis, supra note 97.
102. Brew Pub License, DENVER BUS. LICENSING CTR, http://www.denvergov.org/
businesslicensing/ DenverBusinessLicensingCenter/LiquorLicenses/BrewPub/tabid/
441798/Default.aspx (last visited May 24, 2014).
103. New Liquor License, DENVER BUS. LICENSING CTR.., http://www.denver
gov.org/busisnesslicensing.DenverBusinessLicensingCenter/LiquorLecenses/New
LiquorLicense/tabid/441741/Default.aspx (last visited May 24, 2014).
104. See Lewis, supra note 97.
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documents that must be completed in order to sell only a small amount of
home brew, in addition to money spent on fees.' °5
A mid-level permit is clearly needed. This "middle ground" permit
would be designed to be as legally effective as existing permits but less
complex and strict, and therefore be a better fit for brewers looking to sell
only a small portion of beer in comparison to the amount sold by a
brewery, microbrewery, or brewpub. A "middle ground" permit would
allow home brewers to monetize their craft without the significant hassle
and financial commitment the current process creates.
B. Financial Issues
In the absence of a "middle ground" permit for brewers wishing to
break into the industry, home brewers are therefore provided the sole
option of starting a microbrewery, brewpub, or other similar small
businesses. While the number of these businesses has grown in recent
years - reflecting increased demand for craft beer - starting a business
like this is no small task and involves significant financial risk. 10 6 Start-up
costs for a small brewery or microbrewery can range from $450,000 to
$800,000.'0° Additionally, start-up costs for a brewpub can average a few
million dollars, depending on its size. 10 8 Once started, brewers are then
faced with the problem of finding distributors, such as local bars, to sell
new product that is untested by consumer demand. 109
The most formidable financial challenge is acquiring capital. While a
small business loan may suffice, the economic downturn caused many
banks to create more stringent lending terms and they are now more
reluctant to provide loans due to the failures of similar small businesses."
0
This forces brewing entrepreneurs to seek financial backing from private
105. See generally, supra notes 86-87, 94-97; see also David Kesmodel, In Lean




108. Id. The brewpub and microbrewery are two different entities. A brewpub is
akin to a tavern and brews its own beer for on-premises consumption, while a
microbrewery is a free-standing brewery that sells to taverns or other restaurants and
essentially operates like a manufacturer. Mike Coulter, Building a Microbrewery, 4
NEW BREWER, available at http://www.cemcorp.com/articlesibrewery2.htm. These
costs include the price of the property, equipment, and other assets needed to
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investors or raise their own funds instead of seeking out small-business
loans. 1 '1
A permit allowing home brewers to sell their home brew on a small
scale offers a solution to these financial roadblocks. First, any home
brewer who wishes to monetize their hobby will likely already have or can
acquire the equipment and experience needed to produce beer above the
legal home brewing amount. These brewers are those who maximize the
jurisdictional home brew cap each year and whose ultimate goal is to start a
microbrewery or brewpub but are unable to find the capital to do so.
Further, these home brewers are likely to know the risk associated with
starting a brewery business and will be hesitant to take that risk without
first investigating the success of such a project.
The proposed "middle ground" permit creates many benefits for home
brewers in adopting states. Firstly, it will enable home brewers in that state
to begin producing on a larger scale than allotted under the state's home
brewing law. Secondly, it will allow them to sell their beer to friends, at
farmers' markets, to local consumers directly, or even supply local
restaurants or bars. Lastly, the creation of such a permit will allow these
brewers to develop a local clientele, to have a real, consumer-tested product
to show investors, and to begin acquiring the funds necessary for starting a
larger establishment in the future. All these benefits eliminate some of the
financial burdens and reduce the risks associated with launching into the
craft brewing industry. Further, if these small-scale sales were
unsuccessful, this permit would prevent brewers from investing substantial
funds and energy into a business that would ultimately fail. While this
proposed permit will not remove all issues facing home brewers, it will
decrease them significantly and foster the monetization of a popular hobby
as well as the creation of successful small businesses.
C. Proposed License - Model States
The type of permit this article seeks to propose does not currently
exist in any state. A few states, however, have passed statutes that are
lenient as far as the sale of homemade alcoholic beverages or are friendly
to home brewing."12 Two states - Maryland and Arkansas - have laws
that provide the basis for a viable "middle ground" approach to licensing
111. Id.
112. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1402 (1987); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 178:13 (allowing
brew pub licensees to transport products to farmers markets and sell their product in the
original container).
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home brewers.'3 The following discussion explores existing legislation in
these states and proposes a new type of permit that states could adopt to
allow home brewers to monetize their craft on a small scale.
1. Arkansas
Arkansas took a permissive approach toward small breweries when it
passed the Arkansas Native Brewery Act (the Act) in 2003.114 The purpose
of the Act was to foster small Arkansas businesses in the form of
breweries, to create a new category of beer licenses, and to produce
"favorable conditions" for these businesses within the state." 5 The Act's
most pertinent provisions include:
1. The ability of the Arkansas Alcoholic Beverage Control
Division to issue licenses to small breweries for the
manufacture, sale, and storage of beer brewed on the
premises;116
2. The ability of these licensees to sell beer to both the
consumer or wholesaler for "consumption either on or off
the premises";" 7 and
3. The ability of these brewers to transport and sell their
product at festivals or at off-premises retail sites.' 8
While this license may seem lenient, the statutory cap on the amount
of beer allowed under the Act seems to promote brewers who plan to
produce large-scale and have the capacity to brew up to 60,000 barrels -- or
more than a million gallons - per year." 9 This large amount makes it
difficult for small home brewers to monetize their craft by testing the local
market without starting a full-scale business.
113. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1402 (1987); MD. CODE ANN., ART. 2B § 2-101(x)(1)
(West 2012).
114. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1402 (1987).
115. Id.; Arkansas Native Brewery Act, H.R. 2290, 84th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Ark. 2003).
116. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1405 (1987). The license is limited to 30,000 barrels of
beer per year, or about 930,000 gallons, to be sold in the state and may not exceed more
than 60,000 barrels in product that is purchased by the consumer. It also requires that
at least thirty-five percent of sales be in the state of Arkansas.
117. Id. at § 1405(B).
118. Id. at § 1405(E).
119. Id. at § 1405(a)(1)(A)(ii).
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However, the license created by the Act also allows for brewing on a
smaller scale through the microbrewery-restaurant provision. 20 The statute
provides that a microbrewery-restaurant may manufacture no more than
5000 barrels per year to be sold to wholesale retailers or consumers for off-
the-premises consumption. 21 This allows licensing for production on a
smaller scale - roughly 155,000 gallons 122 - but still does not present an
economical alternative for a home brewer starting out in the market. It
further limits the brewer by tacking on the requirement that a restaurant be
operated in concurrence with the microbrewery. 123 Lastly, the Arkansas
Administrative Code provides specific labeling and logo requirements that
must be designed by the brewer in accordance with federal regulations.1
24
Despite the large production quantity allowed under the Arkansas Native
Brewers License, the $300-per-year licensing fee and $7.50-per barrel tax
rate for small breweries or microbrewery-restaurants present fair and
reasonable fees for a small home brewer. 1
25
2. Maryland
The Maryland Code provides for a permit for the sale of wine at
farmers' markets that presents a good alternative for home brewers who
desire to market their product in the locality without starting a full-scale
brewing business. 26 The permit allows Class 4 winemakers to sell wine
120. Id. at § 1405(a)(2).
121. Id. This 5000 barrel limitation also includes test runs for any beer brewed in the
microbrewery under Arkansas Regulations. ARK. ADMIN. CODE § 006.02.2-2.54 (West
2012).
122. Volume and Capacity Conversion, TRADITIONALOVEN.COM, http:/www.
traditionaloven.com/culinary-arts/volume/convert-barrel-beer-bl-us-to-galon-gal-
us.html (last visited May 25, 2014). The traditional calculation is that there are thirty-
one U.S. gallons to one U.S. barrel of beer. Id.
123. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1403(9) (1987). A "Native Brewery" under the license
must be operated under the guise of a small brewery or microbrewery-restaurant. Id. at
§ 1403(12). Under the statutory provision, a restaurant that is operated in congruence
with the microbrewery must meet the requisite restaurant health code, must serve at
least one meal per day, and must operate at a minimum of five days per week.
124. ARK. ADMIN. CODE § 006.02.2-2.60 (West 2012). The Arkansas regulation
allows the owner of a microbrewery-restaurant to submit a "trade name, logo,
trademark, symbol or label or other graphic representation" for approval. Id. It may
contain the brand name of the beer, the class of malt beverage, the alcohol content, and
the content of certain substances, such as Yellow No. 5 and saccharine, on the label in
concurrence with the Code of Federal Regulations. Id. at §§ 006.02.2-2.60(l)-(4)
[hereinafter Arkansas Beer Regulations].
125. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1408 (1987).
126. MD. CODE ANN., ART. 2B § 2-101(b)(1)(i) (West 2012).
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for off-the-premises consumption in Maryland accredited farmers' markets
as well as offer two-ounce samplings to consumers. 27  While Class 4
Wineries are small, the cost of starting a 5000-gallon winery from scratch
has been estimated at about $71,000.128 However, this permit allows small
wineries to occupy a stall at the market during business hours. 
29
By allowing small wineries to garner "special event" permits to sell
wine at farmers' markets, this legislation provides for a potential increase
in state revenue by the collection of the $25-per permit fee collected from
the state's fifty-four Class 4 wineries.' 30 This permit, when approved in a
county, also allows wineries to expand their business throughout the state,
creating a "meaningful impact" for these small, local businesses. '
3
3. Proposed Permit
The permit proposed by this article would not fall under the guise of a
"brewery" or "brewpub" permit. Rather, it would best be labeled a "native
home brewer" permit granted by the alcohol control board of the applicable
jurisdiction. In order to overcome the potential difficulties for home
brewers seeking to monetize their craft, the proposed permit would contain
provisions limiting the production of home brew to fifty barrels - or 1550
gallons - per year, bottled and labeled according to standards similar or
analogous to those prescribed by the Arkansas statute licensing
microbrewery-restaurants. Further, this "native home brewer" permit
would be similar to the existing Arkansas statutes in that it would allow
home brewers to manufacture, sell, or store their beer on an approved
premises. These locations would be approved by the control board of the
jurisdiction, but would not be restricted to full-scale facilities. Under this
proposal, the home brewer, with a few modifications, would be able to
127. Id. at §§ 2-205(b)(5)(i)-(ii). Class 4 wineries are known as the Maryland "farm
wineries" and require that the wine be fermented from Maryland-grown fruit. Part 2:
Starting a Winery, MARYLAND WINE, http://www.marylandwine.org/mwa/ startup/
startwinery.shtml (last visited May 25, 2014).
128. ALLAN DILLARD, COST ESTIMATE FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF A FIVE THOUSAND
GALLON WINERY 3 (2004), available at http://viticulture.hort.iastate.edu/ info/pdf/
wineryestcost.pdf.
129. MD. CODE ANN., ART. 2B § 2-205 (b)(1)(i)(7) (West 2012).
130. DEP'T OF LEGISLATIVE SERVS., MD. GEN. ASSEMBLY, FISCAL AND POLICY NOTE:
ST. MARY'S COUNTY AND DORCHESTER COUNTY - WINERY SPECIAL EVENT PERMITS -
FARMERS' MARKETS 2 (2012), available at http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/ 2012rs/
fnotes/bil_0001/hb0171 .pdf.
131. Id.
132. See Arkansas Beer Regulations, supra note 124.
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manufacture the 1550 gallons per year out of an approved garage, barn, or
shed.
Also, by removing Arkansas' restaurant requirement from the permit,
any home brewer who meets the permit's standards to operate a small
business selling beer from a small, personal location could do so without
being forced to obtain a permit designed for larger producers. Under this
approach, the reasonable licensing fees established by the Arkansas Native
Brewers Act would remain the same for brewers who apply and are granted
the permit. 133
Under this permit, the initial customer base developed could then be
expanded to include local bars, established breweries, or the eventual
launch into full-scale brewery business. Further, the profit from these
"native home breweries" licensees could support fundraising and increase
investor interest if the brewer chose to expand the business into a formal
microbrewery or brewpub.
Lastly, the permit creates a group of small-scale, local brewers who
could then take advantage of an additional permit modeled after the
Maryland statute. 134 After a home brewer is licensed under the "native
home brewer" provision, qualified home brewers could then obtain "special
event" permits to operate a stall at approved farmers' markets and sell
sealed containers of beer to consumers for off-the-premises consumption.
Similar to the Maryland permit, the state could charge a minimal fee of
$25-to-$50 per permit, thus increasing statewide revenue while also
levying a reasonable fee on the brewer. This would allow brewers licensed
under the provision to sell their brews on a smaller scale at local farmers'
markets throughout the state and get their products and name into the local
craft beer market, eliminating some of the current financial and other
constraints.
Not only does this proposal simplify the process of breaking into the
craft beer industry, it also provides a less-risky alternative for home
brewers in the adopting state. Should a "native home brewer" then choose
to expand to a full-scale brewing operation through existing licensing
processes, this permit would increase the possibility that these ventures
would emerge as financially stable, successful, and well-planned small
businesses.
133. ARK. CODE ANN. § 3-5-1403 (1987).
134. MD. CODE ANN., ART. 2B § 2-101(x) (West 2012).
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VI. CONCLUSION
Home brewing's rise in popularity since its legalization illustrates that
it is clearly a hobby that is here to stay. However, the nationwide absence
of statutory provisions allowing home brewers to legally sell their brew
presents serious roadblocks, both financial and otherwise, for those who
want to take their craft to the next level. The proposed permit would allow
states to regulate the sale of home-brewed beer while removing the
limitation that forces brewers to wade through the complex processes
currently in place and to start out on a larger scale than financially
practical. With Prohibition long gone and the lenient view most states have
taken toward home brewing, it is time to give brewers an avenue for
monetization and the opportunity for eventual creation of successful small
businesses. It is time to let home brewers sell their brew.
